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PLEASE NOTE THAT THE JULY TARS MEETING WILL BE
HELD ON JULY 11 BECAUSE OF INDEPENDENCE DAY
BEING ON THURSDAY JULY 4.

MINUTES OF THE JUNE 6, 2019 TARS MEETING
Compiled and Submitted by: Tom Brooks (K4TB) – TARS Secretary
Call to Order: Vice President Todd Clark (KN4FCC) at 7:00 PM.
Guests/Visitors: Harry Hart (no call)
Program: Vice President Todd Clark (KN4FCC) announced that the program for
the evening would be about plans for Field Day. (Field Day begins 2pm ET,
Saturday June 22, and ends 2pm ET, Sunday June 23, with setup before and
teardown after.) He said that due to an insufficient number of RV’s available we
will have a more constrained operation this year. There will be the usual CW and
Digital stations operating the full 24 hours, from RV’s. We will have a smaller,
combined Voice, GOTA, and Satellites station, (AKA a “Multipurpose Station”)
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under a canopy, with table, chairs, and fans. Mainly it will be used on HF/6M
voice but we will temporarily switch it to GOTA use when needed, and it will be
used do some satellite contacts when possible. Todd will provide the canopy for
the station, while Tom Brooks (K4TB) is providing the radios, antennas, power,
fans, a table, and 4 chairs for the station. It will only operate Saturday from 2pm to
sunset. Bill Lueck (KF4KHJ), Field Day Coordinator, went over the checklist for
Field Day of items provided from various sources. Those included: Location
(Tom Brown Park, inside a 1000’ diameter circle), toilets, tables, chairs, pizza,
refreshments, and license testing. He said he would be the Safety Officer. He said
the CW station is set, the Digital station is set but needs a truck to transport its
generator, and the Multi-purpose station is set with Todd as Voice captain and Tom
as Satellites captain. Tom has a Buddipole vertical antenna for HF/6M and an
antenna for satellites but asked if someone could bring a better HF antenna. Gerry
will bring 3 club computers for logging. President Phil (Chief) Fusilier (KA5USN)
suggested everyone bring their own chair to Field Day.
Business Committees:
Treasury Report: Treasurer Gerry Gross (WA6POZ): As reported in the May
2019 Printed Circuit. The current balances are: $3,105.55 in Checking, $3,100.35
in Savings, for a total of $6,205.90. He said the .91 repeater repair bill ($1,000)
has not yet been paid, pending receipt of an invoice. The report was accepted.
Minutes: Secretary Tom Brooks (K4TB): Approved as published in the May 2019
Printed Circuit.
Education: Education Coordinator Phil Ashler (N4IPH) said there would be
another class this fall.
Testing: Testing Coordinator Norm Scholer (K4GFD) said recently 6 people were
tested and 2 passed.
Repeaters: Repeater Coordinator Randy Pierce (AG4UU) said that the .91 antenna
was repaired and is now vertical again. Randy said he and Norm checked the
444.8 Fusion machine and it will need to be fixed, but Randy has another repeater
to put in its place temporarily. Randy said the 6M repeater was working again
after a power reset. He thought all the other repeaters appeared to be doing well
but David Miner (W4SKG) said there was still some crackling noise on the .03
repeater audio. Also, Bill said he had heard some reports from hams to the east of
having trouble accessing .03.
Old Business:
Cub Scout Family Weekend at Camp Wallwood: Tom re-announced that our radio
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club’s support was requested for the Cub Scout Family Day on October 19th this
year. Support would include some radio classes and demonstrations, and
opportunities for the Scouts to operate a station. The event happens to coincide
with the Boy Scouts’ annual national Jamboree on the Air (JOTA). Tom
volunteered to coordinate the club’s support for the event and is asking for
volunteers to assist. Erik Brooks (KC4NVU), who had forwarded the request to
Tom, further described the event. Tom said that, in July, we can further discuss
the planning for the event. Gerry said we can possibly obtain a 1-by-1 callsign for
the event.
New Business: None
Adjournment – The meeting was adjourned at approximately 7:49 PM.

Treasurer's Report
Submitted by Gerry Gross, WA6POZ Treasurer

for period
19-May-19
Cash on hand $
Checking Account: $ 3,105.62
Savings Account: $ 3,099.97
Total:
$ 6,205.59

year-to-date
Jan 1, 2019
$
$
4,753.78
$
3,099.51
$
7,853.29

Beginning Balances:

Summary of Month's
Activity:
Total Receipts: $
Total Expenditures: $
Recipts Derived From:
Members Dues:
Fifty/Fifty
Donation
Veteran's Radio
Fund
Field Day Radio
Fund
Interest (Savings)
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

69.00
1,080.00

20.00
29.00
20.00
69.00
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$

1,922.50
4,580.82

$
$
$
$

760.00
133.00
983.66
-

$

45.00

$
$

0.84
1,922.50

$

Expenditures:
American Red
Cross:
Fifty-Fifty
ARRL Insurance
TARS & Feathers
Plaque
Storage & Supplies
Field Day
VE Expenses
Tower Maintenance
Florida Dept of
State
Post Office Box:
Total:
Transfer Checking -> Savings:
Endding Balances - June 19, 2019:
Cash on hand
Checking Account
Savings Account
Total

$

-

$

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

15.00
-

$
$
$
$
$

80.00
1,000.00
-

$
$
$
$
$

284.57
80.00
4,000.00
61.25

$
$

1,080.00

$
$

140.00
4,580.82

$
$
$
$

2,094.62
3,100.35
5,194.97

$
$
$
$

2,094.62
3,100.35
5,194.97

*Veteran's Radio Fund
$
500.00
*Field Day Radio Fund
$
262.00
*Funds included in endding Balance

Contesting
July RadioSport Highlights
Amateur Radio contesting, also called RadioSport, is slowing down a bit this
month. There are three major contests scheduled and several smaller contests
filling out all of the weekends. WA7BNM Contest Calendar lists 57 sponsored
activities for July worldwide, so there are enough contests scheduled to keep you
busy depending on your interest – phone, CW or digital.
Major Contests
The biggest event this month is the IARU HF World Championship. This is truly
a DX contest because you get more points for contacts on different continents and
ITU zones. You also get extra multipliers for contacts with IARU officials. The
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International Amateur Radio Union (IARU) is the international umbrella
organization grouping together the individual country amateur radio societies such
as the ARRL, RSGB, and RAC. We are in ITU zone 8.
If the band is open, you will find a lot of 6 Meter activity during the CQ
Worldwide VHF Contest. The contest promotes VHF activity on the 6 and 2
meter bands with participation from around the world. In addition to CW and SSB,
the WSJT-X modes, including FT8, are quite popular on 6 meters. Let’s also hope
that the recent 2-meter Trans-Atlantic propagation continues into July.
The RTTY bands will be hopping during the North American QSO Party, RTTY
contest. The NAQP contests are always fun because of the reversal where the DX
countries are trying to work us. Find an open frequency and call CQ. Running is
usually more rewarding than S&P with this contest. Pile-ups are not as intimidating
as they sound if you just take them slowly.
Modes

Contest

Dates & Times

CW, SSB

IARU HF World Championship

1200Z, Jul 13 to 1200Z, Jul 14

Any

CQ Worldwide VHF Contest

1800Z, Jul 20 to 2100Z, Jul 21

RTTY

North American QSO Party, RTTY

1800Z, Jul 20 to 0559Z, Jul 21

Minor Contests
There are a number of smaller DX contests for all modes scheduled for
all the weekends of the month. Canadians will be extending the weekend
to include July 1 with the RAC Canada Day Contest, celebrating the
Canadian birthday. The exchange for this contest is RST and a serial
number. Serial numbers start at “1” and are incremented for each QSO.
Most contest loggers will keep track of the serial number for you.
A very popular and challenging contest is the IOTA Contest, sponsored
by the RSGB. Using the Islands on the Air concept, this is now a major
international event, attracting thousands of participants from all over the
world. Radio Amateurs will be travelling to islands around the globe,
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and putting them on the air, making contacts with other islands and with
those who are chasing islands. Stations send a signal report and serial
number, with stations on islands sending their IOTA reference number.

Modes

Contest

Dates & Times

CW, SSB

RAC Canada Day Contest

0000Z-2359Z, Jul 1

CW, SSB, PSK31, 10-10 Int. Spirit of 76 QSO Party
RTTY, FM, AM

0001Z, Jul 1 to 2400Z, Jul 7

CW, SSB, PSK

Venezuelan Ind. Day Contest

0000Z-2359Z, Jul 6

RTTY

DL-DX RTTY Contest

1100Z, Jul 6 to 1059Z, Jul 7

CW

Marconi Memorial HF Contest

1400Z, Jul 6 to 1400Z, Jul 7

PSK31

PODXS 070 Club 40m Firecracker Sprint 2000Z, Jul 6 to 2000Z, Jul 7

CW, SSB

Russian Radio Team Championship

0700Z-1459Z, Jul 20

CW, SSB

RSGB IOTA Contest

1200Z, Jul 27 to 1200Z, Jul 28

State QSO Parties
State QSO parties are a fun way to contest on a smaller scale. They each have
awards for number of contacts, counties, and, often, spelling awards based on 1x1
special stations worked; e.g., K4F, W4L. SQPs are a good way to add counties to
your county award total. You can add a missing state for your WAS award by
checking the WA7BNM Contest Calendar for when the state has its SQP.
There are no State QSO Parties this month.
Special Events
One of the most enjoyable special events of the year is the 13 Colonies Special
Event , July 1, 2019-1300 UTC to July 8, 2019-0400 UTC. The object is, during the
4th of July week, to try to work one of the special event stations located in each of
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the original 13 colonies. The special event stations have callsigns from K4A to
K4M, one for each colony. There are also some bonus stations, the most popular
of which is WM3PEN in Philadelphia. The British even honor our revolution with
special event station GB13COL. You do not need to get all 13 colonies to get a
certificate. Their certificate is one of the better special event certificates I have
seen. You also do not need to get the two bonus stations for a clean sweep….13
contacts will do it. Because it is not a contest, all HF bands will be in play,
including the WARC bands. See http://www.13colonies.net/index.html for more
details.
Summary
As you can see, there are several interesting contests this month. You are sure to
find something that suits your interests. If you have never contested, everyone has
a first time. If you need some help getting started, let me know and I will try to
advise you.
Before participating in any of these contests or events, please familiarize yourself
with the frequencies, exchanges, rules, etc. associated with the event.
The WA7BNM Contest Calendar
(http://www.contestcalendar.com//index.html) can provide most of
the information, as well as a link to the contest’s home page, which
will give you a “flavor” for the contest and let you know about any plaques or
other special prizes like a bottle of wine or a barbecue dinner.
RadioSport is a diverse and somewhat complex subject area. If you have any
questions about contesting or any suggestions or comments about this column,
please address them directly to Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ, at K4SBZ.Stan@gmail.com.

TARS still in need of a Public Information Officer
TARS still needs a Public Information Officer. Stan, K4SBZ, has elaborated
on what the job requires: “The primary purpose of the PIO is public relations for
amateur radio.” He also said knowledge of HTML was not necessary to manage
the web site, as it is menu-driven. Of course, the PIO will take some time, perhaps
two or three hours each month, and if you take the job you will have to move
outside your comfort zone. But, the need for someone to tell the amateur radio
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story is real and vital. If you are willing give your service to the hobby and TARS
give Chief a call if you are interested(KA5USN@hotmail.com).

Field Day 2019
TARS participated in the annual Field Day at Tom Brown Park on Saturday
and Sunday, June 22-23. The club fielded several stations: phone, CW, and
digital. Tom, K4TB set up his satellite station, and we even had a Get on The Air
(GOTA) station on the air for a short while. June is typically very hot in
Tallahassee, but this year the cloudy sky kept the temperature in check and a light
breeze on Saturday made operating enjoyable. That was a nice blessing because
unlike previous yuears, we did not have air conditioned vehicles loaned to us by
Camping World. However, Ted, W1XO, brought his “Alpine” popup for the CW
station, and it had air conditioning. Don, KK4SIH, also drove his RV to the park
and used it for the Digital station. So, only the phone station had to endured the
heat, but as mentioned, even then it was bearable, especially when they had a
couple of cooler filled with drinks and ice within arm’s reach.
Many thanks go to Bill, KF4KHJ, who captained this years efforts. Under
his leadership, everything, including the food went smoothly. As usual, Ted
brought his “spud gun,” and we watched in awe as he launched tennis balls with
fishing line attached over 80 foot trees. The three element beam on a 25 foot tower
also went up quickly, and by noon TARS was ready to contest. About that time,
the pizza showed up.
For some, Field Day is an old tradition. Theo, K4MVL, has 62 years worth
of field day experience, which contributed mightily to the success TARS had. On
the other hand, for Tony, KN4TDA this was his first, having just recently not
having gotten his Technician license, but also upgrading to Extra Class.
Incidentally, he and I both hail from the same college, Michigan Technological
University, which is a rarity.
Once the contest began, the CWers quickly wracked up 600 contacts. The
digital station had 98, and the phone station about 60. So, by 2 p.m. Sunday, all
were tired and ready to shut down, take down, and go home, which they did.
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Junior, KG4ITD, his wife, Diane, KN4NKV
and Dave, W4SKG, relax at the voice station
before the contest began

Henry, N4HF, mans the CW station

Don, KK4SIH, at the digital station

The CW “alpine” station with Jerry,
N4JL
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Ham Language
Ok, you have your license, you bought a nice radio, and you have erected an
antenna that will hit the local repeaters. So, you turn on the power and tune into
the 147.03 MHz repeater, and as it happens you hear a couple of hams talking. Or,
you think they are talking, but you are unsure because although you can hear
words, and you think it is English they are speaking, you have no idea what they
are saying.
Do not worry. This is a common problem, not only with new hams, but with
anyone trying to enter a new area. Whether you are a novice radio operator, a
doctor, lawyer, teacher, or engineer every profession and hobby, for that matter,
has its own language. Until you learn or master it(to a degree) you are an outsider.
Once you have learned the lingo peculiar to that field, however, you are one of the
group. Consider it as one of those rites of passage or initiation fees.
So, to help ease you into the Amateur Radio fraternity(or sorority), here is a short
list of some of what you may hear on the air.
By way of introduction, many of these come from the days when CW or morse
code dominated amateur radio. Then, brevity was key, because while sending
morse code at 25 words per minute is very fast, it is nonetheless, very slow if
spoken or read. Abbreviations and codes were, thus, developed to condense a lot
of words and meaning into a few standard letters.
So, here is a short list of some of the more common abbreviations
YL-young lady
OM-Old man
XYL-wife
73-goodbye
K- Over
KN-Over and I will respond only to the person I am talking to
SK-end of contact, and I will not reply
88-hugs and kisses(not used very often)
Q CODES
The Q codes is an extensive list of words and phrases that radio operators use
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frequently that are condensed into a three letter Q code. For example, QTH means
“My location is-“. If an operator wanted to know the location of the other operator
he or she would send “QTH?” Which means, what is your location? The response
would be “QTH Tallahassee.”
The beauty of the Q codes is that operators can thus “talk” with one another
operator even though they do not “speak” the same language. A German operator
can send, for example, “QTH?” to French speaker who would understand what was
asked, although perhaps in French, and would respond “QTH Paris” or wherever
he lived.
The military, needing more specifically tailored code to the demands of the armed
forces developed a similar “Z code” that replicates a lot of what the Q codes
covered, but that system finds little or no use in amateur radio.
So, here are some of the common Q codes used by hams
QTH-My location is--QSL-I acknowledge your last transmission
QRZ-I am calling you
QSY-change frequency to --QRM-man made noise
QRN-naturally made noise
QRP-I am using low power
QRS-send slower(used with CW)

PROWORDS
Similar to the Q code, prowords are used to capture a lot of meaning in a few
words. Here are a few of the commonly used ones in amateur radio:
Roger-I understand
Wilco-I understand will comply
Affirmative-yes
Negative-no
The phonetic alphabet
The phonetic alphabet helps communications when the bands are noisy and/or
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signals are weak. They have value largely because they are commonly understood
words for letters of the alphabet. Thus, if the band is noisy and all you hear is
“pha” you can reasonably deduce that the sender said “alpha” because alpha is the
accepted word used for the letter A. This also helps with clarity when the bands
are noisy from QRN or QRM because the letter “A” may be misunderstood as “K”
or “T” for “B,” “E,” or “Z.” It would not be confused if the sender said “Alpha”
“Tango.”
The problem, of course, arises when operators, unsatisfied with the standard words,
substitute their own, such as Germany for Golf, zanzibar for Zulu, or sugar for
Sierra. And the list goes on with creativity quickly rendering their phonetics
useless.
There is real value in using the standard phonetic alphabet.
So, here is the list
Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Golf, Hotel, India, Juliet, Kilo, Lima,
Mike, November, Oscar, Papa, Quebec, Romeo, Sierra, Tango, Uniform, Victor,
Xray, Yankee, Zulu.
10 Codes
Police and other first responders will often use the “10 codes” in their work.
It is largely, as might be expected, focused on emergency work, which often
involves crime scenes and bodies. Amateur Radio, as a general rule, does not use
this system preferring instead to stick with the Q codes.
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TARS Officers
Philip “Chief” Fussilier
KA5USN
President
KA5USN
@hotmail.com

Todd Clark
KN4FCC
Vice President
KN4FCC
@arrl.net

Tom Brooks
K4TB
Secretary

Gerry Gross
WA6POZ
Treasurer

Bob Clark
K9HVW
Board Member at large

K4TB
@earthlink.net

WA6POZ
@ARRL.net

K9HVW@ARRL.net

TARS COMMITTEES/COORDINATORS
Repeater Trustee: Randy Pierce AG4UU
Assistant: Doug Ferrell KD4MOJ
K4TLH Callsign Trustee: Dave Miner W4SKG
Equipment Manager: Vacant
Education: Phil Ashler N4IPH
Testing Coordinator: Alan Terrell, N4KGT
IT: Vacant
Newsletter: Dave Davis WA4WES
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73,
Dave
WA4WES
Printed Circuit Editor
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